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Abstract: Occupational safety in the construction industry still represents a relevant problem at a
global level. In fact, the complexity of working activities in this sector requires a comprehensive
approach that goes beyond normative compliance to guarantee safer working conditions. In particular,
empirical research on the factors influencing the unsafe behavior of workers needs to be augmented.
Thus, the relationship between human factors and safety management issues following a bottom-up
approach was investigated. In particular, an easy-to-use procedure that can be used to better address
workers’ safety needs augmenting the company’s safety climate and supporting safety management
issues was developed. Such an approach, based on the assessment of human reliability factors,
was verified in a real case study concerning the users of concrete mixer trucks. The results showed
that the majority of human failures were action and retrieval errors, underlining the importance
of theoretical and practical training programs as a means to improve safety behavior. In such
a context, information and communication activities also resulted beneficially to augment the
company’s safety climate. The proposed approach, despite its qualitative nature, allows a clearer
understanding of workers’ perceptions of hazards and their risk-taking behavior, providing practical
cues to monitor and improve the behavioral aspects of safety climate. Hence, these first results can
contribute to augmenting safety knowledge in the construction industry, providing a basis for further
investigations on the causalities related to human performances, which are considered a key element
in the prevention of accidents.

Keywords: construction safety; safety climate; safety management; human reliability analysis; human
behavior; risk assessment

1. Introduction

The construction industry is considered a very risky sector [1], since the rate of accidents is
constantly high at a global level [2]. Such a phenomenon also has a significant economic and social
impact [3]. The determining factors of this situation can be found in the peculiarities of the construction
sector [4]. In fact, the combination of the following aspects, such as frequent employee turnover,
subcontracting and stringent contract deadlines, outdoor work in all weather conditions, lack of highly
trained workers, use of obsolete working equipment, frequent change of work sites, as well as the
presence of different companies on the same site contemporaneously contributes to the high rate of
accidents and injuries [5]. Consequently, analysis of accident causality and the definition of the related
measures for safety management represent a complex task [6].

In order to deal with such a complexity, Mitropoulos et al. [7] highlighted the need of analyzing the
characteristics of working tasks, given that the normative approaches hardly consider the characteristics
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of the working processes in a proper manner. As a matter of fact, the improvement of human safety
relies on the reduction of the risks for the workers when performing specific working activities
considering human factors [8]. Accordingly, specific work situations should be considered with more
attention, since ensuring the safety of the various tasks is the precondition for ensuring a higher
level of safety from both a project and an operative perspective [9]. This means that more attention
has to be paid to the analysis of human behavior [10], and to the factors that can impact on it, such
as stress, training, experience, etc. [11]. In fact, as per Llory [12], a human-centered approach is
needed, since “safety is, above all, behavioral and individual”. In particular, the analysis of the
perception of unsafe conditions and actions plays an important role for the implementation of a safety
system in construction projects [13], while the augmentation of safety behavior can directly influence
the safety climate and the safety performances of workers [14]. Safety climate can be intended
as the workers’ perception of the safety management issues implemented by the company [15],
and multiple factors contribute to its improvement [16]. Among them, certainly human factors play
a consistent role, since, despite the ever-stricter issue of safety regulations and procedures, workers
still fail in performing their activities [17]. Consequently, an improvement of safety performances in
terms of human factors can positively influence the workers’ concerns on safety issues in a working
environment [18]. Accordingly, Liao et al. [19], analyzing several construction case studies at the
project level, put forward the close relationship between safety climate and human factors. This aspect
was also highlighted by Glendon and Stanton [20], who advised safety managers to consider the
analysis of human error to better understand human interaction with working tasks, augmenting
the safety climate by means of a bottom-up approach. However, although a positive perception of
safety allows a safer behavior of workers, and consequently a likely reduction of accidents, further
investigation of these relationships is needed to better understand the impact of human factors on
safety management and safety behavior issues [21]. In particular, empirical research on the factors
influencing unsafe behavior on construction sites needs to be augmented [22].

Following these research clues, our study is focused on the development of an easy-to-use
procedure to understand workers’ behavior through a bottom-up analysis, which can be used to better
address the workers’ safety needs augmenting the company’s safety climate and supporting safety
management issues.

More in detail, the proposed framework is based on the analysis of work activities, integrating
information concerning workers’ behavior and reliability by means of human error prediction
techniques [23] and examining how human interaction with work equipment and other personnel
operating at the same site can influence the potential risks.

The remainder of the paper is articulated as follows: the next section discusses the research
background. In Section 3, the research approach is depicted and in Section 4 its application in
a practical context (i.e., two small-sized companies specialized in the distribution of concrete) is
described. Section 5 discusses the results achieved addressing further research work, while Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Previous Studies

Traditionally, human factors are regarded as the analysis of the interactions between man and
work equipment, as well as the work environment [24]. The evaluation of human error is a proven
way to enhance the performance and reduce the risk of accidents [25]. In literature, several tools
addressing this goal, also called Human Reliability Analysis (HRA), can be found [26]. The analysis
of human factors has been largely adopted in safety critical industries within sectors such as nuclear
plants [27], marine systems [28], railway and aviation industry [29], as well as chemical plants, etc.
Conversely, the use of these tools in other work contexts is not common, mainly due to their complexity
in terms of both computational efforts and resource involvement [30].

In the construction industry, most studies deal with the analysis of workers’ behavior considering
an ergonomics perspective [31], especially those focusing on the work equipment characteristics [32].
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For example, Choudhry [33] reviewed numerous case studies of companies and workers that have
successfully applied the behavior-based safety (BBS) approach in casualty prevention. Accordingly, Li
et al. [34] proposed an augmented version of the BBS model, which resulted in effectively improving
the efficiency of safety management. Behavior-based safety has also been analyzed by means of a
system dynamics approach in order to highlight the feedback effects of such a model [35]. Wu et al. [36]
developed a stress scale for construction workers, establishing a correlation between the dimensions of
job stress and those of safety behavior. Nevertheless, these types of analyses can be time-consuming,
as they require a sufficient monitoring period, as well as resource consumption due to the need
for specialists for the analysis of results, making their implementation by small-sized companies
difficult [23]. Other studies propose the application of visual tools and advanced technology to reduce
human errors improving the safety performances [37,38]. However, the implementation of the above
models in small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) has to be investigated, specifically as their
safety needs might differ from those of large-scale companies [39]. Moreover, SMEs’ workers showed
a lower level of perception of safety knowledge than those from large companies [40], mainly due to
the lack of resources and of a structured management organization [41], as well as the fact that often
the exchange of tasks causes a low level of specialization [42].

Focusing more on the human reliability analysis, Moaveni et al. [43] proposed the use of lean
construction approaches for construction projects since they can reduce the possibility of human errors,
improving safety performances. Besides, Ye et al. [44] proposed an improved Human Factors Analysis
and Classification System (HFACS) approach to determine key human factors that can lead to an
improvement of safety performances. Notwithstanding the relevance of the insights of these works,
the assessment and monitoring of the behavior of workers focusing on the human reliability aspects is
still scarcely considered in the construction sector [45]. Mostly, they propose top-down approaches
that can be used mainly at a project level, while a bottom-up approach should be preferred to provide
a more thorough procedure for practical safety management, allowing the achievement of solutions
closer to the safety needs of workers [46]. From these considerations, the need to augment the research
on the factors influencing the unsafe behavior of workers in the construction industry considering
human reliability issues emerges, given that these aspects are strictly related to safety climate [47].
The review of the previous studies in this field revealed a gap in the literature concerning the analysis
of human errors to better understand human interaction with working tasks, augmenting the safety
climate by means of a bottom-up approach. In particular, an approach aimed at facilitating this type of
analysis by SMEs operating in this sector has not been investigated sufficiently.

3. Research Approach

To reduce the abovementioned gap, the study focused on the behavioral side of the safety climate,
following a bottom-up approach, which starts from the identification of potential hazardous situations
and events to define human behavior improvements, as suggested by Glendon and Stanton [20].
On this, a procedure based on the Job Safety Assessment (JSA) approach was developed, as it represents
one of the most prevalent procedures used in the construction industry for safety assessment due to
its easiness of use [48]. Then, to achieve a more human-centered approach, its augmentation through
more specific safety practices was considered [49].

In particular, attention was focused on those widespread tools presenting a low level of difficulty
for their implementation, such as: Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA), Predictive Human Error Analysis
(PHEA) (also known as Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Approach (SHERPA)),
and Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique (HEART) [50].

In other words, our procedure (called Preliminary Human Safety Assessment (PHSA)) can be
considered as an improvement of the JSA approach by means of its integrated and coordinated use
of tools for investigating workers’ behavior and their likelihood towards errors when performing a
specific working activity, as schematized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the Preliminary Human Safety Assessment (PHSA) procedure.

More in detail, the main phases of the PHSA procedure are the following:

1. Context definition: In this phase, to better define the characteristics of the working task, interviews
with workers and safety managers are carried out, also considering the company’s historical data
concerning accidents and critical situations (near-miss accidents included).

2. Tasks’ steps definition: Based on the information collected in the previous phase, the working tasks
are split into sub-tasks and elementary activities. In fact, although the latter may not be complex in
and of themselves, the working task is complex, as it consists of interrelated elementary activities
that might influence each other [51]. For this purpose, the HTA method was used, allowing the
sub-division of working tasks into sub-tasks and elementary activities in a hierarchical manner.

3. Hazards identification: For each elementary activity, hazard types are identified, considering
requirements of safety regulations and technical standards. In addition, information collected from
the operators can also be useful. For example, analyzing the way a specific activity is carried out
and/or the frequency of events that can affect the performances of the workers can allow engineers
to pinpoint potential errors and consequently potential hazardous situations and events [52].

4. Human error identification: The potential hazardous situations/events can be associated with
the possible errors by means of the PHEA/SHERPA method, which can provide a distinction of
the possible human failures in six main categories [53]:

• Action errors (A), when the human action changes the status of the system;
• Checking errors (C), when the operator fails to verify, check the status of the system;
• Retrieval errors (R), if the operator fails to retrieve information, e.g., from a

working procedure;
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• Transmission errors (T), when the operator fails to transfer information to other personnel;
• Selection errors (S), when the operator makes the wrong choice among different alternatives;
• Planning errors (P), are related to procedures not updated or incorrect, or if the training of

workers is inadequate.

5. Human error assessment: To evaluate the potential errors better, reducing the criticalities
concerning the likelihood of the PHEA’s outputs highlighted by Ainsworth [54], the HEART
method was used to evaluate the error probabilities for each working activity, allowing an
efficiency of resources compared to other widely used HRA tools [55]. In detail, the assessment
of the human error probability index (IERR) associated to each activity is carried out by means of
the following equation:

IERRi = P0i × PFi = P0i × ∏ij PFij , (1)

where P0i represents the nominal human unreliability value associated to the i-th activity, while
PFi represents the product of the performance factors for the i-th activity. To estimate the
latter, the error producing conditions (EPCs) are introduced: considering each activity, a set
of EPCs can reduce the performances of the operator while carrying it out. The relationship
between the performance factors and the error producing conditions can be assessed through the
following equation:

PFij =
[(

EPCij − 1
)
× Api

]
+ 1, (2)

where EPCj is the j-th error promoting condition, while Api represents the proportion assessment
factor, i.e., the evaluation of the proportion of each EPCij existing in the activity being assessed [23].
In other words, given a certain number i of activities (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), for each i-th activity a set of
j EPCs can be defined (j = 1, 2, . . . , m). Hence, the definition of the related set of PFij is performed
through Equation (2), whose product is computed by means of Equation (1). The estimation
of both P0 and EPCs can be made considering specific tables that provide a list of nominal
human unreliability and error-promoting conditions, with suggested values for each P0 and
EPCs. As far as the latter are concerned, to better balance the assessment and reduce pessimistic
results, assessors are usually asked to select a limited number of EPCs. For example, Williams [56]
suggested using no more than three EPCs (j = 3), representing the three most relevant sources of
human reliability for each activity (in Appendix B, an excerpt of the EPCs list from Reference [56]
is provided). Then, for each activity, engineers estimate Api whole value ranges from 0 to
1 depending on the extent to which the effect of the EPCs deviate from the ideal value of 1.
For example, a value of 0.3 is given to Api when they evaluate that 30 percent of the full effect of
inexperience can be present (i.e., the operator is not completely inexperienced).

6. Definition of possible improvements: To deal with the outputs emerging from the previous
steps, preventive and protective measures are defined. Analyzing both the error types and
the EPCs, a more detailed picture on the safety perception within the company can be
drawn. Moreover, the use of the PHEA tables depicting error types, consequences, and error
reduction/prevention measures allows safety managers to gather useful information to adopt
remedial measures augmenting the safety level and safety climate within the company.

4. Case Study

To verify the effectiveness of the PHSA approach, a practical case study was carried out
in collaboration with two SMEs operating in the construction industry in Italy, specializing
in the distribution of different types of concretes and powders used in construction sites.
Specifically, the analysis was focused on the use of in-transit concrete mixers. It has to be noted
that a larger number of companies was contacted, but in the end only two of them provided full
collaboration. Such a behavior reflects the hindrances of SMEs in approaching safety issues [57],
as well as the low rate of participation observed by Gobo [58].
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4.1. Context Definition

In this phase, interviews with the workers were carried out to collect the information concerning
the working task, including the working procedures (i.e., the safety instructions) provided by the
company, the manuals for the equipment, the training programme of the operators, etc. More in detail,
13 operators belonging to Company “A” and five operators from Company “B” were interviewed,
as well as the two safety managers. Although the total number of interviewees was not large, it can be
considered in line with the average of the sampling size suggested in studies on qualitative case-study
research [59].

Interviews were carried out separately and the results were kept anonymous to reduce the
possibility of biasing the responses. For instance, the operators were asked to provide a response
to the following questions: “Could you describe the sequence of the main activities carried out
in a working day?”; “Could you provide details on how activity X is performed?”; “In your
experience, which are the main problems you have to deal with when performing the X activity?”;
etc. Accordingly, information regarding how the concrete mixers were used (i.e., all the steps of the
working activity considering the usual operations, as well as peculiar situations that happened in the
past) were gathered. The interviews concerned also the different working situations that the operators
have to deal with when operating at the construction sites (e.g., the different ways of discharging the
material, the possible interferences due to the presence of other workers/equipment, etc.). It has to be
noted that both companies use concrete mixer trucks and concrete mixer pump trucks. In this study,
the former equipment was considered to make the usability of our analysis larger, since concrete mixer
trucks are more widespread.

4.2. Tasks’ Steps Definition

Based on the information collected in the previous phase, the HTA method was applied, dividing
the working task “use of the concrete mixer” into sub-tasks. In particular, each sub-task was
decomposed into elementary activities: in this case study, the sub-tasks were four, while the elementary
activities were nine, as shown in Figure 2.
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4.3. Hazards Identification

The starting point of this stage consisted of the analysis of standards related to machinery safety:
in our case the Italian standard UNI 11464:2012 [60] concerning safety requirements of truck mixers
was taken into account. In addition, also accidents statistics related to the use of truck mixers were
considered to better individuate hazardous events and situations. Then, interviews with the safety
managers were organized to refine the list of hazards, and to associate them with the elementary
activities previously defined. The final output is summarized in Table 1, while a complete list of the
hazardous situations/events is reported in Appendix A.

Table 1. List of hazardous situations/events related to each activity.

No. Activities Hazardous Events

A.1.1 Road transit to reach the construction site Collision with other vehicles; Crushing due to loss of stability (e.g., truck roll-over).

A.1.2 Driving in the construction site
Collision with other vehicles/equipment; Crushing due to loss of stability (e.g.,
truck roll-over); Exposure to dust and hazardous substances; Contact with
electrical parts; Collision with other workers.

A.2.1 Getting into/out of the cabin Slipping, Low falls; Contact with heated parts.

A.2.2 Parking and setting at the working place

Collision with other vehicles/equipment; Crushing due to loss of stability (e.g.,
truck roll-over); Exposure to dust and hazardous substances; Contact with
electrical parts; Collision with other workers; Entanglement, Trapping;
Slipping/Low falls.

A.3.1 Concrete direct discharge Crushing due to loss of stability; Impacts and crushing due to the fall of
material/objects; Slipping, Low falls.

A.3.2 Concrete discharge into a pump

Crushing due to loss of stability; Impacts and crushing due to the fall of
material/objects; Slipping, Low falls; Entanglement, trapping; Contact with
electrical parts; Exposure to dust and hazardous substances; Handling of heavy
objects; Impact with ejected material.

A.3.3 Concrete discharge into a bucket Crushing, impacts due to the equipment mobility; Impact with ejected material;
Impacts and crushing due to the fall of material/objects.

A.4.1 Cleaning the drum Falls from heights; Severing, cutting; Slipping, low falls, trips; Impacts;
Projection of high-pressure fluids/materials; Contact with electrical parts.

A.4.2 Maintenance and final setting Slipping, low falls, trips; Falls from heights; Severing, cutting; Impacts.

4.4. Human Errors Identification

The PHEA/SHERPA method was applied to identify the human failure types for each activity.
In more detail, in collaboration with the safety managers, for each activity a list of errors was defined
based on the information provided by the operators. Then, they were classified using as reference for
the error types’ sub-categories the list provided by Embrey [23].

For instance, A.2 stands for “Action mis-timed”, S.2 represents “Wrong selection made”, while
R.3 is “Information retrieval incomplete”. In Table 2, an excerpt of this application is shown.

Table 2. Excerpt of the Predictive Human Error Analysis (PHEA/SHERPA) application.

Code Activity Description of the Error Error Type

1.2 Driving on the
construction site

The operator chooses a wrong route in the construction site. S.2
The operator does not follow the traffic signs. R.3
The operator uses the established traffic patterns for trucks. A.2
The operator does not use the safety signs (e.g., the rotating beacon). A.8
The operator drives under suspended loads. A.2
The operator does not verify the presence of power lines. C.1

2.1 Getting into/out of
the cabin

The operator does not wear the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). A.8
The operator does not follow the instructions. R.3

2.2
Parking and setting at

the working place

The operator does not verify the type of soil when parking. C.1
The operator does not follow the instructions on the parking place. R.3
The operator does not apply the parking brake. A.8
The operator does not consider the information provided by bystander workers. A.8
The operator does not verify the presence of power lines. C.1
The operator does not respect the minimum safety distances from the working area/other equipment. A.7

Note: The error types refer to the following categories: A = Action errors; C = Checking errors; R = Retrieval errors;
T = Transmission errors; S = Selection errors; P = Planning errors. Error types subcategories were depicted from
Embrey [23] (p 163).
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4.5. Human Error Assessment

The HEART method was applied, considering an average value of 0.3 for Api since all operators
have a minimum of 5 years’ experience in driving the concrete mixer in the construction industry with
the same company. The performance factors of each activity were calculated by means of Equation (2).
It is worth noting that in this study the three most relevant EPCs for each activity resulting from the
interviews were considered as discussed in the previous section. Hence, while the number of activities
was n = 9, the number of EPCs was m = 3.

More in detail, the selection of the EPCs for each activity was performed by means of an ad-hoc
questionnaire: with the support of safety managers, the list of EPCs reported in Appendix B was
explained to the operators. Then, they were asked to select for each activity the three most relevant
error-producing conditions that might affect the behavior of the operator.

Finally, considering the worst and the best end of the range of each of the EPCs emerging during
the interviews as suggested by Embrey [23], the list of EPCs was defined and the performance factors
for each activity were calculated. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 3, where the number
of the EPCs is referred to in the list in Appendix B.

Table 3. Computation of the performance factors (PFs) for each activity (PFi).

Activities No. of Error Producing
Conditions (EPCs)

Elementary Performance
Factors (PFij)

Activity Performance
Factor (PFi)

1.1 Road transit to reach
the construction site

7 [(8 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 3.1
9.4212 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

17 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.6

1.2. Driving on the
construction site

2 [(11 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 4
14.0811 [(5 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 2.2

16 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.6

2.1. Getting into/out of
the cabin

2 [(11 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 4
12.1612 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

16 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.6

2.2. Parking and setting
at the working place

2 [(11 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 4
12.4412 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

14 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

3.1. Concrete direct
discharge

7 [(8 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 3.1
10.9111 [(5 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 2.2

16 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.6

3.2. Concrete discharge
into a pump

7 [(8 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 3.1
8.5413 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

19 [(2.5 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.45

3.3. Concrete discharge
into a bucket

7 [(8 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 3.1
9.4213 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

16 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.6

4.1. Cleaning the drum
7 [(8 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 3.1

11.1912 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9
14 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

4.2. Maintenance and
final setting

6 [(8 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 3.1
9.4212 [(4 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.9

16 [(3 − 1) × 0.3] + 1 = 1.6

Accordingly, the human error probability index (IERRi) was calculated by means of Equation (1).
The results of this assessment are summarized in Table 4, where the value of the nominal human
unreliability value associated to the i-th activity (P0i) was considered equal to 0.03 for all activities (i.e.,
“miscellaneous task” as per Williams [56]). Such a value was selected to take into account the large
variability of the working conditions from one construction site to another.
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Table 4. Values of the human error probability index (IERRi).

Activities P0i PFi IERRi

1.1 Road transit to reach the construction site 0.03 9.42 0.28
1.2. Driving on the construction site 0.03 14.08 0.42
2.1. Getting into/out of the cabin 0.03 12.16 0.36
2.2. Parking and setting at the working place 0.03 12.44 0.37
3.1. Concrete direct discharge 0.03 10.91 0.33
3.2. Concrete discharge into a pump 0.03 8.54 0.26
3.3. Concrete discharge into a bucket 0.03 9.42 0.28
4.1. Cleaning the drum 0.03 11.19 0.34
4.2. Maintenance and final setting 0.03 9.42 0.28

4.6. Definition of Improvement Measures

The use of the HEART method provides practical information aimed at addressing the possible
improvements considering human factor issues. In fact, considering the selected EPCs for each activity,
it was possible to highlight the weakest points of the company safety management (in Table 5, the EPCs
were gathered based on the number of times they were selected).

Table 5. Ranking of the selected EPCs.

EPC Type No. of Selections

7. Irreversibility 5
12. Misperception of risk 5

16. Impoverished information 5
2. Time shortage 3

13. Poor feedback 2
14. Delayed/incomplete feedback 2

6. Mismatch 1
10. Knowledge transfer 1

11. Performance ambiguity 1
17. Inadequate checking 1

19. No diversity 1

For example, it emerged that the perception of risk (EPC no. 12 “Mismatch between perceived
and actual risk”) was a relevant problem together with the lack of effective procedures (EPC no. 16
“An impoverished quality of information conveyed by procedure and person to person interaction”),
which can be reduced by means of specific training and information activities. Similarly, the EPC no. 7
(“no obvious means of reversing an unintended action”) highlights a difficulty of operators in dealing
with complex tasks, where an unintended error in using the equipment cannot be corrected easily.
This EPC was selected for all those activities where the operators have to interact, directly or indirectly,
with other personnel/equipment on the site (e.g., while discharging into a bucket/hopper managed
by a different worker). The improvement measures in this case might concern: specific training and
an update of the equipment (e.g., the use of a closed circuit television (CCTV) system and/or close
proximity sensors), as well as safety procedures foreseeing the use of a banksman on the construction
site. Accordingly, the use of the PHEA tables allows the definition of a recovery analysis to properly
manage safety issues related to human behavior.

5. Discussion of Results

5.1. Case Study Results

The case study results have brought to light interesting aspects both from the risk-taking behavior
and from the safety management point of view. To better analyze them, the output of the PHSA
approach was used to augment the risk assessment that companies have to report to comply with
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occupational health and safety legislation. Based on these reports, the safety managers of both
companies were asked to estimate the index of risk associated to each hazardous event according to a
qualitative estimation of the indices representing the probability of occurrence of a certain event and
the severity of its consequences [61]. In more detail, Equation (3) was used:

IRC = IO × IS, (3)

where IO represents the index of probability of an initiating hazardous event (i.e., the probability
of occurrence of a hazardous situation/event), IS indicates the index of severity (i.e., the damage of
consequences), and IRC the risk index obtained in such a conventional manner. The estimation of IO

and IS was performed using the following criteria: IO was evaluated using a scale ranging from 1 = very
unlikely to 5 = very likely; IS was estimated taking into account a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 corresponds to
minor effects (e.g., injuries recoverable in 1 day), while 5 corresponds to catastrophic effects (e.g., death
or permanent injuries). To include human error concerns, the risk level of each elementary activity was
augmented considering the human error probability (PERR) obtained through Equation (1). In practice,
the new risk index (IPHSA) was obtained through the following equation:

IPHSA = IERR × IRC = IERR × IO × IS, (4)

The output of this analysis is shown in Figure 3, where for each hazardous event (HE) (listed in
Appendix A) the dotted line represents the risk index considering the PHSA approach (IPHSA), while
the solid line indicates the risk index following the conventional approach (IRC).Buildings 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 19 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the risk index considering the conventional (IRC) and PHSA
(IPHSA) approaches.

Although the general trend of the risk index was very similar, it can be observed that the PHSA
approach provides a higher difference between the maximum and the minimum level, allowing a
clearer differentiation between one risk and the others (i.e., the scores vary in a wider range of values).
This aspect is consistent with Bohm and Harris [62], who stressed the importance of providing a higher
scoring “resolution” than the one obtained through the conventional risk assessment, in order to bring
to light the risk-taking behavior and perception of dumper drivers operating on construction sites.

The impact of human reliability emerges especially for less standardized activities such as “getting
into/out of the truck’s cabin”, and for more complex ones such as “driving on the construction site”,
where the time pressure and the presence of other personnel and equipment make the probability of
failing higher. In these situations, “contact with electrical parts” (HE.1.2.4) and “collision with other
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workers” (HE.1.2.5) appeared as the most probable events, bringing to light the perception of unsafe
working conditions of the operators. Similarly, when the operator has to deal with the direct discharge
of concrete, the level of risks was more significant taking into account the human error possibilities.
These results are in line with the statistics concerning accidents while using a concrete mixer that
occurred in Italy during the period from 2002–2015 [63].

5.2. Effectiveness of the Proposed Approach

From a more general perspective, it is worth noting that the PHSA procedure allows safety
managers to consider the variability of working situations. In fact, while a conventional risk-assessment
approach, relying on the analysis of the consequences of accidents (top-down approach) provide
similar evaluations for the same hazardous events, the PHSA can provide helpful information on when
human performances might lead to a more or less likely accident, given the same type of hazardous
event. Thus, following a bottom-up approach for risk identification and assessment provides more
comprehensive and thorough results than a top-down approach [64].

Thus, the proposed approach can support safety managers in the preliminary characterization
of risk scenarios [65], augmenting the effectiveness of prevention measures at the task level [54].
Hence, the results gained through the PHSA approach can be used as input for a further investigation
on the causalities related to the human performances, which is a key element in the prevention of
construction accidents [66]. Such a finding also complements recent studies on the application of the
resilience engineering (RE) approach, underlining that in a dynamic system (such as a construction
site), human performance can drift outside of acceptable tolerances [67,68].

According to human behavior analysis, the proposed approach is based on the analysis of
the operators’ feedback, whose involvement has a positive impact on the safety climate at the
company level [69], favoring the implementation of safer solutions from both the management and
the engineering point of view [70]. The participatory nature of the PHSA method, in fact, allows
safety managers to better understand the workers’ safety problems and consequently to adopt more
human-centered solutions [71].

In this regard, a noteworthy aspect concerns the underestimation of potential risks by the operators
since about 40% of them judged driving activities (both on the road and on the construction site) as
routine operations, which do not need specific procedures. This result was confirmed from the analysis
of EPCs (Table 5), showing a general lack of awareness of the risks due to misperception (EPCs no. 6, 12,
and 16), in line with the findings highlighted by Man et al. [72]. Such an output can be considered even
more consistent since, unlike the sample interviewed by the latter, in our context all the interviewed
operators can be considered “qualified” or “experts” in their job having at least 5 years of experience.
Additionally, the results of the PHEA method brought to light that the majority of errors belong
to the Action errors type (A.2 “Action mistimed” and A.8 “Action omitted”) and to the Retrieval
errors (R.3 “Information retrieval incomplete”). This implies that the companies have to focus on
increasing their capability in information and communication activities, providing effective procedures
for a continuous monitoring of the workers’ feedback. Consequently, a general improvement of
organizational factors by means of specific measures suitable for the company size and dimensions
is needed, as for instance the implementation of a simplified safety management system [73] or the
use of a safety knowledge management tool [74]. Overall, PHSA is based on the extension of the JSA
method by means of HRA tools. In this regard, it should be noted that due to the complexity of the
activities carried out on a construction site, the use of JSA might result in being less effective than
in other contexts [75]. The integrated approach proposed in this study can contribute to reduce this
weakness, augmenting the JSA’s effectiveness and usability. In fact, while JSA plays a strategic role
within the PHSA procedure, providing information on the proper sequence of the activities that safety
managers have to carry out, the HRA tools support them in performing these activities in an effective
manner. Accordingly, the PHSA procedure can contribute to the body of knowledge on JSA in dealing
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with the analysis of complex systems, in line with the suggestions provided by Rozenfeld et al. [48],
making the number of its potential users larger.

5.3. Practical Benefits of the Method

Based on the above considerations, the practical contributions of this study in the context of safety
management in the construction industry can be synthesized as follows:

• Compared to top-down studies, the proposed bottom-up approach for the analysis of human
safety performances allows a clearer perception of hazards and risk-taking behaviors of workers,
affecting safety climate positively, as it can impact on workers more directly.

• The inclusion of human reliability tools in the safety assessment of working activities is not a
novelty in the extant literature. However, the PHSA procedure can augment practical knowledge
on the integrated and coordinated use of these methods in the construction sector, providing a
basis for further developments by means of researchers and practitioners.

• The results of the case study highlighted the higher probability of human failures when working
activities are carried out under time pressure and when interacting with workers from different
companies, confirming the outputs of the prevalent studies in this field. Hence, despite the
qualitative nature of the procedure, its use resulted in being beneficial to prevent human errors,
addressing safety managers in adopting more effective improvement options (e.g., specific training
and working procedures).

• In small-sized companies, behavioral aspects of safety climate appeared underestimated, affecting
the risk level of operators negatively. The proposed procedure represents an easy-to-use tool to
evaluate and monitor the workers’ unsafe behavior in these contexts.

Overall, the PHSA procedure can be intended as a guidance for safety managers to analyze and
monitor behavioral aspects of safety climate, improving safety management activities in an effective manner
in SMEs operating in the construction industry. Accordingly, to reduce the efforts for its implementation,
the proposed procedure is based on the use of well-known and widespread tools. Hence, the value of the
study can be individuated in their integrated and coordinated use at a practical level. Such an approach
is consistent with Khosravi et al. [22], who observed that integrating different qualitative and mixed
risk-assessment tools is useful for understanding workers’ perception of safety and risk.

5.4. Limitations

Beside these positive aspects, the limitations of this paper also need to be discussed.
Firstly, the limited number of interviewed people (20 in total) reduces the external validity of the study.
Hence, while its outputs can be considered as a basis to generate new understandings and while the
type of results achieved can be considered exploratory and used to generate new understandings,
prudence is required in generalizing the findings [76], and further applications of the proposed
procedure, also in different contexts, is needed to extend their validity [77].

From the implementation point of view, compared to the traditional job safety assessment, the use
of the PHSA procedure certainly requires additional efforts, especially for what concerns the time spent
for the interviews. In this ambit, the most time-consuming activity concerned the definition of the
EPCs (step 4.5 of the procedure). However, this aspect is expected to become less resource consuming
with experience, as noted by Huges et al. [78]. Moreover, it is worth noting that in order to comply
with occupational health and safety (OHS) requirements, risk-assessment activities have to consider
statistics on occupational accidents and technical standards, as well as to include the participation of
workers [79]. Hence, most of the information needed to apply the PHSA procedure should already
be at the disposal of safety managers, limiting the amount of resources needed for its application.
Nevertheless, it has to be also underlined that the difficulty of implementation of the procedure can
increase when different working tasks are carried out (e.g., in larger sized companies). In this regard,
the effectiveness of the PHSA needs to be further verified.
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Moreover, this study was focused on the behavioral aspects of safety climate, while organizational
issues were not considered as they are beyond the goal of this paper. However, to depict a
more thorough framework, questionnaires concerning organizational issues should be considered.
In addition, the present study took into account several methods based on their diffusion and easiness
of use, mainly considering their usability in the SMEs’ context, by non-specialists [29]. However, such
a selection cannot be considered exhaustive and further investigation on the systematic use of other
HRA tools in the PHSA procedure should be carried out to provide a more comprehensive analysis.
Accordingly, the use of quantitative risk analysis models can provide better understandings of
risk-related activities [80].

Finally, the vagueness and subjectivity of the results that characterize qualitative assessment
approaches as in our case are worth noting. Hence, to reduce this limitation, the fuzzy set theory can
be employed, as well as its augmentations [81].

6. Conclusions

Although in literature numerous studies exist on safety management in the construction industry,
our proposition aimed at reducing the gap related to the analysis of factors influencing unsafe behaviors
at the task level, i.e., focusing on the behavioral side of the safety climate by means of a bottom-up
approach. Accordingly, a procedure to evaluate the impact of the operators’ behavior when performing
specific activities taking into account human reliability factors was proposed. A systematic application
of this procedure, consisting of the integrated use of the HRA tool with the JSA method, to a real case
study concerning the use of concrete mixer trucks was reported.

The study showed the interwoven relationship between human factors and safety management
issues, providing practical cues to monitor and improve the safety climate at the company level.
In particular, the study highlighted that the majority of errors occur when the operator: (1) changes the
status of the system (Action errors); and (2) when the operator fails to follow a working procedure
or safety information (Retrieval errors). As indicated in other studies reporting similar results in
different contexts [82], both theoretical and practical training programs can be effective for reducing
these types of errors, as well as a more effective and frequent communication with safety managers
should be foreseen [83]. Besides, the results of the risk assessment showed that time pressure and the
presence of other personnel on the construction site were the main contributors to unsafe behavior,
suggesting the improvement of organizational factors. This aspect is quite critical in SMEs operating
in the construction sector and ad-hoc solutions need to be developed.

Although the proposed use of different risk assessment tools was useful for understanding
the workers’ perception of risks, this study must be considered as an initial and qualitative step.
Accordingly, further research work is needed to reduce the limitations mentioned in the previous
section. In particular, the PHSA’s application to other case studies should be considered in order
to refine it and augment the external validity of these first results. In addition, the extension of the
proposed procedure by means of different HRA tools should be investigated in order to provide
more practical information on the use of human reliability analysis in the construction industry.
Hence, researchers and practitioners are invited to contribute to the further development.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of the hazardous situations/events (HEs).

Activities Hazardous events

1.1 Road transit to reach the construction site
HE.1.1.1. Collision with other vehicles
HE.1.1.2. Crushing due to loss of stability (e.g., truck roll-over)

1.2. Driving on the construction site

HE.1.2.1. Collision with other vehicles/equipment
HE.1.2.2. Crushing due to loss of stability (e.g., truck roll-over)
HE.1.2.3. Exposure to dust and hazardous substances
HE.1.2.4. Contact with electrical parts
HE.1.2.5. Collision with other workers

2.1. Getting into/out of the cabin HE.2.1.1. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.2.1.2. Contact with heated parts

2.2. Parking and setting at the working place

HE.2.2.1. Collision with other vehicles/equipment
HE.2.2.2. Crushing due to loss of stability (e.g., truck roll-over)
HE.2.2.3. Exposure to dust and hazardous substances
HE.2.2.4. Contact with electrical parts
HE.2.2.5. Entanglement, trapping
HE.2.2.6. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.2.2.6. Collision with other workers

3.1. Concrete direct discharge

HE.3.1.1. Crushing due to loss of stability
HE.3.1.2. Collision with other workers
HE.3.1.3. Impacts and crushing due to the fall of material/objects
HE.3.1.4. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.3.1.5. Handling of heavy objects
HE.3.1.6. Exposure to dust and hazardous substances

3.2. Concrete discharge into a pump

HE.3.2.1. Crushing, impacts due to other equipment mobility
HE.3.2.2. Entanglement, trapping
HE.3.2.3. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.3.2.4. Impacts and crushing due to the fall of material/objects
HE.3.2.5. Exposure to dust and hazardous substances

3.3. Concrete discharge into a bucket

HE.3.3.1. Crushing, impacts due to other equipment mobility
HE.3.3.2. Impact with ejected material
HE.3.3.3. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.3.3.4. Exposure to dust and hazardous substances

4.1. Cleaning the drum

HE.4.1.1. Falls from heights
HE.4.1.2. Severing, cutting
HE.4.1.3. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.4.1.4. Impacts
HE.4.1.5. Projection of high-pressure fluids/materials
HE.4.1.6. Contact with electrical parts

4.2. Maintenance and final setting

HE.4.2.1. Slipping, low falls, trips
HE.4.2.2. Falls from heights
HE.4.2.3. Severing, cutting
HE.4.2.4. Impacts
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Appendix B

Table A2. The most used error-promoting conditions (EPCs) according to Williams [56].

No. Error-Promoting Conditions (EPCs) Value

2 Shortage of time for error detection or correction 11
3 Noisy/confused signals 10
4 A means of suppressing or overriding information 9
5 No means of conveying spatial or functional information to human operator 9
6 Poor system/human–user interface 8
7 No obvious means of reversing an unintended action 8
8 Information overload 6
9 Technique unlearning/one which requires application of opposing philosophy 6

10 Transfer knowledge from one task to another 5
11 Ambiguity in required performance standard 5
12 Mismatch between perceived and actual risk 4
13 Poor, ambiguous or ill-matched feedback 4
14 No clear/direct/timely confirmation of intended action from system 4
15 Inexperience (newly qualified but not an expert) 3
16 Poor instructions or procedures 3
17 Little or no independent checking or testing of output 3
18 No diversity of information input for veracity checks 2.5
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